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Normally, this space is used for a staff editorial . This ish, however, 
I'm gonna pull a Mr. Simmer (hi Scott!), and use it for a personal com-
ment on a recent event. I have something to say, and someone specific to 
say it to. 
Every issue, several members of the OP staff, including myself, spend 
hours upon hours locked in a little lightless room here on campus, losing 
sleep and sanity alike to put this publication together. Invariably, someone 
will ask me for a ride home, and I have no problem complying. In fact, I 
enjoy thj!.break, and am often seen pushing people out the door. 
This issue, I went to give Trent a ride home, and was welcomed by a 
rather distressing sight. My car- my new car- had been busted into. One 
window, a CD player, several panels of bodywork, and twelve discs later, 
the idiot(s) who broke in took off, pausing long enough to spit all over the 
dashboard. 
Needless to say, I'm not the least bit impressed. In fact, I've spent 
most of the time since then stewing over what would be the best method 
of complete and utter destruction. I hate the fucker(s) that did this, and 
wish them eternal solitude in some crowbar-impaled hell. 
Although I'm sure the miscreant inbred mutant tbat did this isn't worth 
the breath, and the whole thing is just a symptom of the massive parking 
problems at this institution, I wanna say this anyway. So here goes: 
Hey loser! Fuck off and die! May you perish in a fiery SkyTrain-into-
the-side-of-a-mall-death. Preferably one in which your new CD player 
crushes your skull mercilessly. 
Sincerely, Jason Kurylo, OP ProdCo 
The OP does not in any way condone violence, 
and we're sure Jason meant it in thl! best possible way. 
March 22, 1995 
The Other Press is Douglas College's autonomous student newspaper. We've 
been here since 1976. We aim to serve the students, staff, and faculty of Douglas 
College with a newspaper that informs them of things happening at the college, across 
Canada, and around the world that affect them. The Other Press is a full member of 
Canadian University Press, a collective of Canadian student newspapers, and be-
lieve in its constitution and Statement of Principles. The Other Press will not print 
anything the staff considers racist, sexist, homophobic, or in bad taste. And, once in a 
while, we let our hair down and go play water polo. And that's only if they let us into the 
pool... Anyway, if we're not doing any or all of these things to your satisfaction, or even 
if we give you chills up your spine with our fabulous publication, please let us know. 
You can mail a letter to us at Box 2503, New Westminster, B.C., V3L 5B2, or drop it in 
our mail slot at Room 1020, Douglas College, or you can fax us at 527-5095, or you can 
call us at 525-J542, or you can just drop by and tell us in person. We like you ... come 
visit. We filter our water. 
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News - Paul Andrew 
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Laura Miller, Ken Spitte/, Laura Pattie, Rachel Young, Lani 
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Slippery J, CUP, and somebody or other. 
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If you're interested in helping with the creation of this publication, we 
heartily encourage you to come down to the Other Press office. or phone 
525-3542. It's the right thing to do, and a tasty way tQ do it ... 
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So there ... plbbbt I shouldn't have had to write this porarily by our sister college for pray-
Dear Other Press, 
Re: Oscar Lardizabal N.'s letter about 
"MOO" 
DO!ar Oscar, 
letter. I'd expect this level of service 
from a high school. Do better, do your 
job. 
- switched to Big Blue 
Due to my theatre knowledge, I Coordinator's note: This letter was 
have found it best to see the play in submitted handwritten, assumingly due 
on;ler to find out why there are such to the aforementioned lack of working 
pictures on a play's poster before criti-
cizing it. I admit, when I first hear of 
the play in question, I though. it was 
about cows as well. I was wrong, as 
well as you are. The word "MOO" is a 
nick-name of a character, thus the ti-
l tie. The gun, as advertised, is used in-
side the play, thus the reason why it's 
Macs. 
Wow. We didn•t 
think faculty 
knew we existed. 
Cool. 
ing with a visitor to his office. Also, we 
don't always get real treatment in the 
classrooms. We are expected to carry 
the burden of what happened to Gali-
leo right to this day. Every indiscretion 
of any Christian, anywhere, is heaped 
on our collective heads. If I were to 
speak of my faith in my own lectures I 
would probably be suspended for forc-
ing my beliefs on my students (an indi-
cation that they must hold their own 
beliefs rather tenuously to be so easily 
persuaded). The secular media gener-
ally sees Christians as non-persons. It 
was suggested that a well known CBC 
news broadcaster be replaced simply 
The Editor 
on the poster. The hat is not cow-boy- because he is a Christian and spoke at a 
The Other Press ish, and it has nothing to do with the Christian event (Ifl really wanted to get 
"wild west". The poster suggested by Douglas College dramatic I would mt<Otion that my fore-
Dear Sir: you (A <?OW in drag, holding a whip), fathers and mothers were burned at the 
although ... interesting to picture, would I admit it- your warning not to read stake but that was a little different be-
be inappropriate for the play. That's your February2Sth issue got me to read cause the persons doing it saw it as their 
the entire issue. Perhaps I don't rate too Christian duty). As the saying goes, my 
highly as a homophobic because I mother warned me that my life was not 
wasn'treally shocked by any of the con-
why the director chose the one that he 
did. 
Jamie. S 
Theatre Program tent. The contribution by Pat Parker was 
particularly powerful. Maybe my at-
Those apples bite! tendance at the OUT LOUD event at 
Douglas last year had a positive effect 
Other Press, 
The Macintosh computer labs at 
Douglas College are pathetic. I admit 
the computer assistants are friendly and 
helpful, but the equipment needs serv-
ice badly. In the library lab only three 
computers will print. I'm surprised one 
of the two printers actually works. In 
the first floor lab, the printers work 
sporadically, that's if you're lucky 
enough to find a computer that will 
work. 
I'm not alone in my frustration. 
Enter either lab, anytime, and watch 
the perplexed students banging fruit-
lessly away at dead computers. I've 
been told the College (and Student So-
ciety) would have them running again 
real soon. That was a month and a half 
on me after all. I admit that I gained a 
real appreciation for the persons who 
took part in the workshop on 
homophobia. 
This may come as a shock to you, 
but I saw a number of parallels in my 
experiences a Christian and the experi-
ence of gays in our society. I came out 
at work after many years of being a 
closet Christian. Bill Richardson de-
scribed the awkwardness experienced 
in holding hands with his partner at a 
Canadian Tire store (Vancouver Sun, 
Oct.l/94). That is not unlike the uneasi-
ness that a Christian would experience 
in carrying a Bible under his/her arm 
while walking through the halls at 
Douglas College. 
A counselor, who also happened 
fair. 
The concern I have is that politi-
cal correctness will not allow us to 
speak freely to each other. 
Yours truly, 
A. Harms 
Faculty 
As always, the OP is 
orgasmically happy to receive, and 
print, any letters from our readers. 
We would like to humbly make one 
request, however, with regards to 
salutations therein. Please note that 
there are no "editors" per se here, 
and thus all letters not going out to 
a specific person or group should 
be addressed to "the OP," "Other 
Press, " or "hey youse kids. " Also, 
please refrain from gender-specific 
titles as "sir, " as some members of 
our collective are rather proud of 
being female. Once again, thanks to 
ago. to be a Christian, was suspended tern- all, and we love ya. 
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HomophobiCs at Douglas College social 
Surf Club fiesta night less than festive 
3 
by Laura Pattie rity laughing and joking with the group. fags", "You shquldn't be allowed in our maintenance, who responded and am that's fine .. . but if you and I go to a 
They denied this, calling the situation school," "Is that a man or a woman, what helped to diffuse the situation. At this social then leave your beliefs at the 
The Surf Club Fiesta Night on "a miscommunication problem." the fuck is that anyway", and other point another security officer arrived door...it's against the law to call me a 
Thursday March 2nd was the scene of The group accused of offending the homophobic slurs. One observer noticed and escorted the group in question off faggot now", said one LGBC member. 
anti-gay aggression. Members of Doug- LGBC was warned by security that any [the Queer Issue] of the Other Press be- of the campus. "The fact that we're gay gave them 
las College's Lesbian Gay and Bisexual further provocation would result in po- ing thrown. No report of this incident has been something to focus on, but they were 
Collective (LGBC) were shouted at, lice being called. The alleged group The confrontation culminated with filed by security. When asked about looking for something." 
threatened and insulted by what ap- offered to end their verbal ---------------------- this, the officer in-
volved responded, "I 
have only been on this 
job for two weeks and 
"It's scary to think that such igno-
rance can be found in a place of higher 
education," said one witness to the 
peared to be a group of angry individu- assaults, and said they were 
als. 
After initial insults such as 
"fucking fag" were thrown their way, a 
couple of the LGBC members decided 
to approach the group in an effort to 
"ready to have a good time" 
for the rest of the night. 
"So now they had de-
cided that we were going to 
party - gee, thanks for your 
"If you don't like me for 
who I am that's fine ... but 
am not familiar with 
event. 
The group who allegedly were in-
if you and I go to a social ::: ~:!~~;~~n regard- ;::::~~e~:.s event were unavailable 
calmanavoidablesituation. According permission", said one then leave your beliefs at On Friday the Do you have an opinion on this 
to one account, the LGBC members LGBC member in an inter- students who agreed subject? We encourage any or all of 
were verbally abused, and heard peo- view the next day. " I think the d 00 r: t t to be interviewed ap- your views on issues that may affect the 
pie saying, "Yeah, it's time. Let's do it." that the security guard ••• peared quite shaken. well being or freedom of any individu-
As the situation progressed, secu- should have approached our For some it was the als that attend D.C. and/or members of 
rity was alerted. One observer noticed group and given us some assurance that one of the LGBC members being cor- first time they had been confronted the socety at large. 
the security officer speaking to the of- our rights would be protected through- nered in a washroom. A Safewalk vol- with these attitudes so aggressively, We'd like to print your opinion in 
fending party in a language other than out the night," he added. unteer spotted the problem and radioed and they are now deciding what, if any- the Other Opinon Page. The best way 
English. After security left the group in the police. That transmission was over- thing, to do about it. to get your opinions published on cam-
Witnesses also stated seeing secu- question continued to shout " I hate heard by three members of Douglas "If you don't like me for who I pus ... Do it for the Gipper. 
It's been a 
long wait, but 
here it is!!! 
TheOP 
Women's 
Supplement is 
here in the 
form of an 
Just 'cos you don1under-
standsomething doesn1 
mean it's bad. Have you 
ever-thought about how 
'norma\' you are? 
who the hell are we to decide what's normal anyway? 
for, then 
speaks with, 
and f"mally 
postulates on 
Vancouver 
rock guru { 
Art Bergman. 
eight-page pullout. Check it out, kids. It's a good one. 
We'v 
e got a certificate for a . 
to Forever Plaid, the pa1r of tix 
playing at 
They're 
to be 
Paul Andrew 
interviews DC 
theatre 
Doran Bell, 
pictured 
herewith 
Rebecca 
Convey and Lorraine 
Wilson, fellow castmembers of 
x1Th.£ Good Woman of Setzuan 
·¥ 
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Women have had enough of paying more 
Gender-based pricing hits females' pride and pocket books alike 
by Calinda Brown more than her male counterparts. women, Yaccato said , adding she sign the petition." However, she said speaking out is most 
VICfORIA (CUP)- Yaccato, author of the book, The believes women could use that control She said the main industries important. 
That pen stain on your shirt will Balancing Act, started an awareness to force industries to change- much practicing gender-based pricing are "Start asking questions. 'Why does 
cost you $5.50 to get out if you're a campaign against gender-based pricing like the recent consumer revolt by hair-dressers, dry-cleaners, retail my brother pay less for the same 
woman, $2 if you're a man. in June 1994. She said it "fuelled a fire" Rogers Cable customers that forced the clothing outlets and contracting haircut?'" she said. "And tell 
lt'scalledgender-basedpricing- of women's anger at discriminatory company to back down from a price services. companies, 'Don't use gender as a 
charging women more than men for the pricing. change. But big-ticket items like cars are pricing category.'" 
same goods and services. Joanne "Women are notorious for talking KerrySlavens,editorofFocuson also priced based on gender. In 1994, 
Thomas Yaccato, president of Women about [gender-based pricing] among Women magazine, agreed. "Nobody the Harvard Law Review found women 
and Money, Inc., wants it stopped. themselves instead of putting it in the changes without pressure," Slavens pay 40 per cent more on average than 
"Women are no longer accepting laps of the people practicing it," Yaccato said. "We need equity in pricing. If men for cars. Black women paid the 
these price differences," she said. Five said. Now, she said, women are starting we're moving to a balanced society, the most, white men the least. 
dollars here and there might not seem to fight back where it counts - with marketplace should reflect that." · Michael Willie, sales manager for 
like much, but Yaccato estimates over 
a 40-year career, gender-based pricing 
will cost a businesswoman $1 million 
their money. 
Eighty-five per cent of the 
consumer dollar is under the control of 
~ill:lQI;rjJ 
Now Hiring 
*hiring full or part-time employees 
*flexible hours, day/night now available 
*training provided for friendly, responsible individuals 
with good math and reading skills. 
*a willingness to learn is required and you must enjoy working with people. 
APPLY IN PERSON 
8:00am to 10:00 am 
521 - 6th Street (next to Starbucks) 
New Westminster, B.C. V5L 5HI 
d i'tC'if'\in«"on 
sucKS 
B8ARDWALK 
BILLIAR S 
Monday -Thursday- 11AM-6PM 
* Buy 1 Dally Lunch Special &. 1 Hour 
Pool for $10.00 
Tuesdays 11 AM-6PM 
* All you can play pool $10.00per person 
CNot Ylllld ..... eny ....... promotion) 
·····---~~-==-~~~==iVe········ 
BOARDWALK BILLIARDS 
...... CIOIIIPOR- ...... ~ .,.., 
OPIV.Va. 782 Columbia St. • 527-8819 
Yaccato started a petition Willie Dodge Chrysler of Victoria, 
campaign to have a private member 's disagreed. "No one says, 'Oh, it's a girl, 
bill introduced in the House of I'm going to make more money,'" 
Commons to make gender-based Willie said. "Consumers-nowadays are 
pricing illegal. She is using buying smarter than ever. Women are 
California's recent law as a precedent. very assertive. They say, 'This is my 
California criminalized discrim- bottom line." ' 
inatory pricing in March 1993. Yaccato believes that is a solution 
Companies found breaking the new to ending gender-based pricing. 
law face minimum fines of $1,000. "Education is key," she said. "Caveat 
Maximum fines of $25,000 can also emptor always applies." 
be levied. Yaccato also recommends buying 
But Yaccato doesn't think women non-fashion items, such as shoes, in the 
should wait for legislation. "Start men's or boys' department and trying 
challenging establishments that and get dry-cleaning done under the 
practice this," she said. "Get vocal, men's category as ways to save money. 
Justice denied former Black Panther 
System fails Jamal, prescribes death for journalist 
by Joe Silvaggio In 1980, Jamal was elected barred him from the court room when 
president of the Association of Black he protested. Jamal's court-appointed 
TORONTO (CUP) - When we think Journalists and Philadelphia Magazine lawyer was unprepared and repeatedly 
of political prisoners many of us voted him as one of its top "people to asked to be relieved. In a city that is 
conjure up images of a phenomenon watch" in 1981. over 40 per cent black, only one black 
that exists exclusively in distant, But the magazine's editors weren't person sat on the jury. 
foreign, less-democratic nations. the only ones who considered him Prosecutor Joseph McGill secured 
We tend to overlook the someone to watch. There were some the death sentence by telling the jury 
possibility that our North American powerful figures who saw Jamal as a that Jamal' s membership in the Black 
justice systems possess inherent 
political forces that moti vate certain 
threat. Panther Party and his use of the slogaf!., 
Former Philadelphia mayor Frank "Power to the people," proved that he 
unjust legal procedures and decisions. Rizzo was one of these figures . For 
Mumia Abu Jamal is ~ revered more than 20 years, Rizzo led a 
black journalist, a former member of campaign of terror against the city 's 
was a "cop killer." 
McGill told the jury, "You are not 
asked to kill anybody. You are asked to 
the Black Panther Party, an inspiration large black population and in each case follow the law- the same law that will 
to a generation of black youth -and Jamal was there to protest and expose provide him appeal after appeal after 
a political prisoner on death row. the injustice- from vicious cop raids appeal." 
Many are outraged at what they against the Black Panthers to the 1978 In other cases, the Pennsylvania 
see as a blatant breach of justice in a siege of the MOVE commune. Supreme Court ruled that this same 
country that regards itself as a At one press conference, Rizzo argument required automatic reversal of 
democratic model for the rest of the fumed about the "new breed of the death sentence. In 1990, the U.S. 
world. journalism" and pointed to Jamal : Supreme Court refused to hear Jamal's 
Jamal revealed himself to be a "They believe what you write, what you appeal. 
dissident voice through his passionate say. And it's got to stop." Three years There is no denying that racism is 
political journalism in the United 
States. His political resistance began 
at age 13, when he took part in a protest 
against segregationist Alabama 
governor George Wallace, in which he 
was beaten and arrested. 
At 14, he was co-founder and 
later, Rizzo got his wish. inherent in the justice system- and no 
In the early morning of Dec. 9, surprise that the southern U.S. leads the 
1981, Jamal was working as a taxi nation in the number of prisoners on 
driver when he saw his brother being death row. 
beaten by a police officer. Jamal got out As Jamal wrote in the Yale Law 
of his cab and took a near-fatal bullet Journal, "You will find a blacker world 
wound in the stomach. 
minister of information for the He was found sitting on the curb, 
Philadelphia chapter of the Black bleeding, while the officer lay dead. 
Panther Party! a black resistance Jamal was arrested for the murder 
movement. In 1970, Jamal was despite four eye witness accounts that 
on death row. African Americans, a 
mere 12 per cent of the national 
population, compose about 40 per cent 
of the death row population." 
With 1.5 million people behind 
featured in a front-page article about claim to have seen a third party shoot bars, the U.S. is by far the world's 
the Panthers in the Philadelphia the officer and then run from the scene. biggest jailer, imprisoning blacks at a 
Inquirer, making him highly visible to Jamal was found guilty of the rate far higher than South Africa's 
the FBI's operation against the black murder of a police officer at a trial apartheid rulers ever dreamed. 
movement. This operation left 38 Party riddled with constitutional rights America's death rows currently hold 
members dead and compiled files on violations. The trial featured Judge 2,800 people - mostly blacks and 
18,000 people and 600 organizations. Albert Sabo, known in the legal world Hispanics, and almost all very poor. 
As a: journalist from 1970-1981 , as the "King of Death Row." Sabo, Recent polls in Canada show an 
Jamal had many of his columns member of the Fraternal Order of increased demand to reinstate the death 
broadcast on National Public Radio. Police, has sentenced more men and penalty. It would appear that many 
With his unique poetic style and deep, 
resonant voice, he inspired all who 
shared his experience, earning him the 
title, "voice of the voiceless." 
women to death than any other sitting 
judge in the U.S. 
He started off by denying Jamal the 
right to represent himself and then 
Canadians have eno!lgh faith in the state 
to let it decide who lives and dies. This 
see Panther, page 5 
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Canuck hoops racist? 
Basketball Canada not operatin in the black 
by Brian Daly 
TORONTO (CUP) 
basketball players are 
prominence but find the:ms:eh•e&>llt 
with the national basketball 
a program that many.ftilege i& 
and even racist. 
but we're only now coming to grips Beason did not make the CIAU All-
with it, as we should have earlier." Canadian team because he didn't fit into 
The alienation of black basketball its "style." Panelist Robert Samuel, a 
received national attention last Metro Toronto police officer and former 
CBC Prime Time News member of the national basketball team, 
had harsh words for 
Canada's national basketball program. 
"I played Division-! basketball, 
and I ~an say the United States, 
wiqi}ing is all 
Would an equally skilled black 
player have received this award? 
Critics of Basketball Canada would 
say no. 
r Black Panther sentenced to death 
media, and even among people who 
aren't followers of the game," Dean 
said. "[Racism has always been there], Despite his record-breaking year, 
and accepts drunkenness 
ian justice mistakenly 
men like Donald Marshall, 
David Milgaard and Guy Paul Morin. 
If the death penalty were law, they might 
never have lived to see their convictions being waged in Jamal's defence, 
overturned. initiated by the Partisan Defence 
To those who applaud the growing Committee and supported by a number 
resurgence of right-wing notionsoflaw of political and community 
and order, it would be apt to consider a organizations and trade unions. More 
quote by Dostoyevsky, who said that than 40,000 people have signed 
"the level of civilization in a society can petitions or sent letters to the 
be judged by entering its prisons." Pennsylvania governor demanding that 
An international campaign is now Jamal not be executed. 
Writer t akes the mystery out of being an author 
Open-mindedness proved successful in Writer in Residence program 
by Corene McKay D. C. Student, Sharon Fantillo, [who have shown up at readings]," 
agreed. "She [Wright] doesn't take the Wright responded. 
Frankenstein author, Mary traditional 'mystery' approach. She Wright also thinks the program is 
Shelley, would have approved of really concentrates on characterization." good for developing writers. "When I 
Douglas College's choice of Writer in Wright explained that many people was growing up," she said, "I though 
Residence. get defensive about genre fiction to be a writer was an exotic thing. I 
Best-selling and award winning because they confuse [it] with formula think it would have helped if I had met 
mystery novelist L. R. (Bunny) Wright fiction." Most genre writing is an ordinary person who was a writer." 
was the first writer of genre fiction in developed according to formulas, which The Canadian Council dropped its 
D. C.'s Writer in Residence program. lead to stereotypical plots, characters, financial support of the Writer in 
Genre fiction , which includes and settings. Residence programs across the country 
mysteries, science fiction, westerns and D. C. Creative Writing instructor several years ago . Not all post-
romances, is often looked down upon Mary Burns was surprised by the secondary institutions continue to offer 
by academia. English Department's reaction on Writer in Residence programs. 
Shelley, who has been called the having a genre writer as Writer in Participants in the Writer in 
MotherofScience Fiction, believed that Residence. Residence program give readings and 
genre writing could be used to explore "I was expecting more 
human nature by revealing people's [objections], she said. "People were 
behavior in extreme situations. 
Wright says she doesn't 
"distinguish between writing a mystery 
novel and writing any other sort of 
novel." 
open to the idea. They seemed 
interested," she added. 
Student interest was also 
high ."I've been surprised -1 don't 
know why-by the number of people 
also answer writing-related questions in 
one-on-one sessions with students . 
Students are also encouraged to submit 
their work to be read. 
Suggestions for future Writers in 
Residence may be submitted to Mary 
Burns care of the DC English 
Department. 
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British Columbia's wetlands imperiled 
Ocean Spray takes 80 acres of Burns Bog for cranberry juice 
by Michele Stawart. Amt 
Nawlofl.McCam, and Sippery J 
maining twenty-four are transient spe- exchange for survival. This creates ur- on the Bog, with two more rejected by 
cies that use the Bog occasionally. One ban wildlife areas such as Bums Bog. the city council, one of them in favour 
noted resident is the Greater Sandhill The Bog has many small mammats of a high density housing development. 
Bums Bog is the largest domed Crane, a species found only in two ar- sue~ as voles and shrews; it also main- Two highways already run through 
bog on the Pacific coast of the Ameri- eas in the lower mainland. There are tains a healthy population of predators separate areas of the Bog, and a third 
cas. In combination with Boundary Bay only 600 of these cranes left in BC. The which include black bear, bobcat, red 
adjacent to the south and the Fraser Bog also hosts a large population of fox and coyote. 
River on its north edge, this area hosts 
the highest-density of water and shore 
birds in Canada during winter. Being 
part of the Fraser River estuary and the 
Pacific flyway for migratory birds 
makes Bums Bog a 
unique and critical 
habitat. 
The condi-
tio~s created in this 
raised bog are only 
ideal for a small 
number of plant spe-
cies. Some of these 
include: bog rose-
mary, narrow-leaf 
sundew, yellow pond 
lily, cotton grass, 
haircap moss, cloud 
berries and 
liverworts. 
Over 145 spe-
. - --- --
raptors, such ·as marsh hawks, great 
homed owls, peregrine falcons and bald 
eagles. 
The entire dome is an old-growth 
forest except where it has been altered 
by peat removal, agriculture, develop-
Over 145 species of birds 
are known to use the Bog 
The rapid development of the ment, and waste disposal. The scars 
lower mainland has made Bums Bog a from peat removal have mostly healed is on the way to connect to a new 
bridge. Recent attempts to halt the in-
creased development of bogland for 
(a forty year process) to create 
a more diverse habitat than was 
there before, including ponds domestic cranberry harvesting were fu-
and meadows. Besides birch tile. 
and pine, one can commonly 
find species of spruce, cedar, 
hemlock and alder. 
Since 1966, part of the 
Bog has been used as a landfill. 
The City of Vancouver owns 
Ocean Spray has won the right to 
ruin another 80 acres of untouched bog, 
adjacent to the Dow dump so it can 
bring the world the savoury flavour of 
"Cranapple Juice." 
The Provincial government of BC 
1600 acres of the finest land, seems quite generous in handing out 
700 acres of which they have permits to dump. With an acre a day 
already buried under a forty- being lost to development, the antici-
foot layer of demolition waste, pated decision for Protected Area Sta-
garbage and clay. The landfill tus sometime in 1995 seems a long way 
charges tipping fees that have off. 
amounted to an $80-100 million Bums Bog is by no means pris-
cies of birds are known to use the Bog, haven for many wildlife species. As profit in just the past few years. They tine, but it is wilderness. It is a unique 
approximately sixty of which are habitats are swapped for dollars, ani- claim these fees are collected to pay ecosystem that must be formally pro-
thought to be permanent residents, with mats are being pushed further and fur- for the recycling program. tected and allowed to thrive and evolve 
another sixty being seasonal. The re- ther from their preferred territory in Two golf courses have been built in its natural state. Several environ-
mental groups in BC, including the 
Western Canada Wilderness Commit-
tee, the Bums Bog Conservation Soci-
ety, and BC Wild are involved in the 
provincial Protected Areas Strategy 
process and have submitted several 
wilderness proposals to BC Parks, En-
vironment, and Lands. 
Vancouver Earth First! is focus-
ing its attention on the Delta and Van-
couver City Councils, pressuring them 
to enforce their own bylaws and pro-
tect the Bog. Direct action will be a 
strong focal point of this campaign. 
Contacts: 
Moe Sihota 
Minister of Environment 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, BC 
V8V 1X4 
Vancouver Earth First! 
PO Box 176 
1472 Commercial Dr. 
Vancouver, BC 
V5L3X9 
Seal hunters 
You can take. control 
of genital herpes 
\ 
\ __ 
\ 
\ 
\....-· 
. . . and your life 
Coping with recurrent symptoms 
such as itching or burning pain, 
tingling, sores, or even localized 
redness in or near the genital 
area has never been easy. Add 
to this the emotional impact of 
guilt. resentment, depression ... 
a disruption of daily life. 
Advances in medical research 
now enable you to do some-
thing about genital herpes out-
hreaks. A ~r<>ater understanding 
of genital herpes- plus lhe 
availability of affordable treat-
ments, and counselling- can 
help you get your lif~ essentially 
back to normal and potentially 
keep outbreaks out of the picture 
for years . 
To confidentially learn more 
about reducing the severity and 
frequency of genital herpes 
outbreaks, and minimizing the 
risk of transmission through 
safe sex guidelines, contact the 
National Herpes Hotline. 
LCALL 1-800-HSV-FACS - 1-800-478-3227 
And consult your physician 
back in business 
by Laura Pottie 
I'm sure you're all aware that the 
Canadian government has re-opened 
the seal hunt as of March 1995, with 
the reasoning that the seals are threat-
ening the cod stocks in Newfoundland. 
Well, never mind that the reason the 
cod stocks are so low has nothing to do 
with seals but instead is due to extreme 
overfishing. I just thought that you may 
be interested to hear some of the things 
The Minister of Fisheries has an-
nounced that anyone with a provincial 
hunting license and ten bucks is able 
to participate. The ten dollars is your 
tuition fee to attend an information ses-
sion explaining safety for the hunters 
but does not include any description of 
humane harvesting methods. 
This hunt will be the largest or-
ganized slaughter of an animal popu-
lation on the planet. All this from a 
Brian Tobin isn't telling you. government that's at this very moment 
First of all, the government has holding Spanish fishermen in custody 
authorized and will be subsidizing with 
your dollars the slaughter of 186,000 
seal pups this ~arch and April. Thou-
sands of those are baby Grey and Hood 
seals. It is a scientifically proven f~ct 
that Harp and Hood seals do not even 
eat cod and are not in competition for 
any commercial fish species. 
Also, you no longer have to be an 
experienced hunter to get in on this kill . 
and screaming about concerns for our 
environment. 
Does this give you something to 
scream about? If so, here's Brian's ad-
dress: 
Mr. Brian Tobin 
Minis~er of Fisheries and Oceans 
200 Kent St. 
Ottawa,Ont. 
KIA OE6 
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Endless fun with your fingers 
I She would never admit it but ... 
by Kelly Hayes 
When I asked my mom if she would like to 
write something for this Womyn's Supplement, 
her answer was, "Sure, how about writing 
FUCKYOUf' 
way my mother has. How much change can 
these journals make if my mom can't read them? 
I applaud her answer of writing Fuck You 
and support it with all I have. Why do I think 
she is a feminist? Well, if the above doesn't 
satisfy you: She raised me to be proud of 
Quite a surprising response, considering my working-class neighbourhood, and at 
my mom does not allow the use of the F-word the same time, to look at it critically and 
in her home, never mind using it herself! work to change the structures that oppress 
However, it was an appropriate response us and our neighbours; She is never afraid to 
coming from a woman who is up at 5:00 a.m. giver her boss shit (non-unionized women risk 
and to bed at midnight- besides going to work a lot by doing this!); She continually fought for 
from 7:00 till 4:00 for just above minimum our rights to equitable education 
wage, she feeds, clothes, cleans, nurtures, shops (although she would not use this term - it's my 
for, advises, takes huge amounts of shit from, internalized academia showing through) 
worries about, and fights for her 4 children, even though that same education has tried 
husband, mother brother, aunts and uncles and very hard to teach me to hate where I come from, 
anyone else in this fucked-up world who needs to negate my foots, possibly to hate all that 
what she has. my mom stands for. 
She will claim again and again that she is 
not a feminist - yet SHE IS one in its purest 
form. No article in any white, middle-class, 
academic journal has changed this world the 
c 
Breastlmplants Anorexia 
& Bulimia 
Now it's my tum and your tum. I learned 
it all from her, and yet she would never 
admit that either. 
Feet binding Clltorectomles 
A PUBUC SERVIa: MESSAGE FROM GUDIUA o-.. 532 LAGUARDIA PL NEW YORK 10012 
Masturbation is a safe 
and ok alternative to sex 
by Dia Richardson 
In the 90s some people tum red when the 
subject of masturbation arises. Even worse, some 
people still consider masturbation a mortal sin. 
Then there are the old wives tales about go-
ing blind or growing hair on the palms of your 
hands. These were the stories that boys were told 
What is the right approach? I think we all 
know that the last one is definitely not right but 
it will still affect the child's sexuality. A number 
of these children grow up to be abusers, them-
selves. 
So how we were raised determines if we as 
adults are the gigglers, the blushers, the abusers, 
the completely shocked or comfortable when 
to discourage them f~om jacking off. The truth of masturbation comes up. The completely shocked 
the matter is, what with the threat of AIDS and probably stopped reading this article after the first 
the campaigns to "Just say no (to sex)", that the paragraph. 
only real safe sex is masturbation and it's a lot 
more fun than saying no. 
We are sexual beings. Little baby boys get 
erections and little girls like to play with them-
selves and hump stuffed animals. A parents' 
reaction to their child~s first sexual urges can 
shape the child's sexuality for the rest of her life. 
There are four common reactions to this: The 
Prude approach: Horror, shock and scolding the 
child for doing such a disgusting thing. The 
Sensible approach: Telling the child that they are 
doing nothing wrong but that they should only do 
that in their own home/room. The Invisible 
approach: The parent does not know how to 
deal with the situation so they ignore the 
child. The Horrific approach: These sick people 
prey on an child's innocent sexuality and abuse 
them. An abuser once used the defense in 
court that the three year old was sexually 
aggressive and that was why he molested her. The 
judge bought his story. 
So what is masturbation? According to the 
Oxford dictionary: masturbate: Produce sexual 
orgasm (of) by manual stimulation of genitals, 
etc., not by sexual intercourse. 
There is even a market for devices to help 
people masturbate. There are artificial vaginas 
for men and vibrators for women. Of course, you 
can always stimulate yourself by hand, then you 
don't have to worry about replacing the batter-
ies. Some women prefer a nice massage with the 
shower head. 
Masturbation is also probably the one thing 
that humankind has in common. I'm sure as much 
as some of us hate to admit it, that most of us 
have masturbated at some point in our lifetime. 
It probably felt good too. Maybe not as great as 
the real thing ... sex ... but it felt good. Isn't that 
really what masturbation is, a substitute for sex, 
and since we all have it in common, what is there 
to be ashamed about? 
WHY? 
Because I've had to search for role models other than Barbie. Because I'm not lying, I'm not stupid, and I mean what I say. Because I can't trust and 
survive. Because men can walk on the moon and I still can't get decent safe birth 
control. Because I'm told to alter myself every day. Because I would like to have 
a daughter. Because I like my name. Because some bruises never go away. 
Because I have a right to choose. Because I'm not helpless, I'm not frail, and yes 
maybe I will cry. Because I'm hungry. Because I'm angry. Because it is her 
story too. Because I want control. Because I want power. Because I believe. 
For these and many other reasons, I am a feminjst. 
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Pharmaceutical giant exploits for its benefit 
Horses 
abused 
• 1n estrogen 
- -
production 
farms 
by Cathleen McGuire 
Did you know that synthetic 
estrogen is a known carcinogen? 
Did you know that most estrogen 
prescribed for menopausal women 
comes from the urine of pregnant 
mares? Did you know that this popu-
lar drug entails the slaughter of 
thousands of baby foals? 
Increasingly, women approaching_ 
menopause are being encouraged by 
the medical pharmaceutical industry 
to consider hormone replacement 
therapy. 
Underneath this ostensible con-
cern for women's health is an Issue 
that poses enormous consequences for women, animals and the environment. 
Ayerst, a pharmaceutical company based in Montreal, is a division of 
American Home Produds, a multinational corporation. 
Ayerst has a virtual monopoly on the pregnant mare 's urine (PMU) industry. 
Their plant, Ayerst Organics, in Brandon, Manitoba - the only one in the world - acquires 
estrogen-rich urine from approximately 75,000 must adhere to. 
mares on 485 PMU "farms" in the prairie Groups· such as MARC continue to expose 
provinces and North Dakota. inhumane practices, however. For example, 
Ayerst then ships the extracted estrogen to the average horse measures eight stalls as short 
its main plants in Montreal and New York as six feet in length. MARC has also been 
where it is manufactured into Premarin, the conferring with a former employee from one 
world's leading hormone replacement drug. PMU farm who claims she can document the 
(Premarin is short for pregnant mare's urine.) death of seven mares. 
Through artificial insemination, the mares Death, in fact, is a given in the PMU 
are impregnated to be on the same eleven- industry. Although some foals end up as riding 
month gestation cycle. Percheron and Belgian ponies for private owners, the vast majority of 
draft horses are the breeds of choice, since the the 75,000 baby horses born each year are 
larger the animal the more plentiful the urine/ treated as byproducts. They are separated from 
estrogen yields. their mothers and trucked long distances to 
From approximately September to April, feed lots where they are reared for eventual 
when their estrogen production is highest, the slaughter as horse meat. 
pregnant mares are fitted with collection cups Ayerst refuses to assume any responsibil-
and confined to narrow stalls. An Edmonton ity, claiming, " ... the farmers - not Ayerst- are 
newspaper article explains: "The horses are responsible for sending the houses to slaugh-
kept in stalls with a kind of rubber cup attached ter." 
to their business end. The urine drains through Tom Hughes of the Canadian Farm 
Animal Care Trust (CANFACT) states: "Colts 
and full fillies are typically sold by PMU farms 
a network of horses to a stainless steel tank 
where it's kept chilled until pickup." 
Animal rights groups such as the Manitoba 
Animal Rights Coalition (MARC), however, 
claim that in reality the only exercise the 
animals get is from sitting down and standing 
up. The treatment of the horses is very similar 
to that of intensively raised dairy cattle. 
According to PMU farmer, Ricky Cartier, 
"It's paid the same, it's handled the same as 
dairies, everything is exactly the same. In fact, 
the bulk room where the tank is was altered to 
dairy specs two years ago." 
Anxious to avoid any hint of a horse abuse 
scandal, the industry compiled a detailed 
Recommended Code of Practice which farmers 
at four to five months of age, just as their 
mothers are impregnated again. They may or 
may not be fattened by the purchasers before 
slaughter, depending on horse flesh prices. 
Fillies who show proper temperament· and 
conformation to become PMU producers are 
kept as replacements for worn out or infertile 
mares, or are used to expand production." 
With baby boomer women entering 
menopause, the lucrative hormone replacement 
business is positioning itself for a gold rush. 
Ayerst is pouring $100 million into its Brandon 
plant, augmented by a $20 million Western 
Economic Diversification Fund subsidy from 
• 
Canada's federal and provincial governments. 
Hailing the expansion as a "success story" 
politicians and Ayerst representatives - all men 
- boast of increased employment for the area. 
Many farmers are eager to be accepted by 
Ayerst as PMU suppliers. Les Burwash, a 
Calgary house specialist, claims, "It's a good, 
sound agricultural enterprise ... " 
What no one is bragging about are the 
environmental problems resulting from the 
manufacturing process. The stench from the 
by-products is notorious. Ayerst was allowed to 
expand operations on the condition that they 
build a new dumping station to eliminate the 
noxious animal feces and ammonia waste. The 
dumping station, however, threatens to over-
load the city of Brandon's sewage treatment 
plant, posing serious problems for the water 
quality of the Assiniboine River. The water-
soluble ammonia dumped is also lethal to fish 
and other aquatic life. 
According to 
Bill Paton, of 
In the 1960s, estrogen was extolled as a 
wonder drug. It is now known that there are 
links between synthetic estrogen and 
endometrial cancer, not to mention other side 
effects. 
In the 1980s, another drug, progesterone, 
became routinely administered with estrogen to 
counteract cancerous effects. (In an apparent 
reversal of its former position, the medical 
establishment now seems to be suggesting that 
progesterone is not needed, and may even be 
detrimental.) 
Proponents of Premarin cite its effective-
ness for the prevention of osteoporosis -and 
relief from vaginal dryness, hot flashes and 
other menopausal concerns. The US Depart-
m~nt of Health and Human Services, however, 
estimates that only fifteen percent of women 
find menopause disruptive enough to seek 
treatment. For those fifteen percent who want 
help, fundamental questions remain: Have the 
full effects of Premarin 
Manitobans Against 
the Assinibione 
Diversion, "Ayerst 
already has a history 
of non-compliance 
with the Clean 
Did you know that most 
estrogen prescribed for 
menopausal women 
comes from the urine of 
been thoroughly investi-
gated? Can we trust 
Ayerst's data? Does 
Ayerst use lab animals as 
research subjects? 
In response to the ethics 
of using Premarin, some 
doctors have indicated Environment 
Commission and the 
pregnant mares ? 
smell from the plant is getting worse." 
Marianne Cerilli, a member of the 
Manitoba Legislative Assembly, is calling for 
an immediate basin-wide federal environmental 
assessment. Along with her outrage over the 
dangers to the environment, Cerilli is also 
alarmed about the potential health hazards 
facing women who take Premarin. "We should 
be asking just wbat the long-term effects of 
Ayerst's product will be on the environment of 
women's bodies." 
that they would be 
willing to prescribe cruelty-free alternatives. 
Laboratory-made substitutes such as Estraderm 
(Ciba Pharmaceuticals), Estrace (Mead 
Johnson), and Ogen (Abbott Labs) have been 
recently approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration. 
The downside is that these synthetics are 
about twice as expensive and, once again, we 
do not know thejull extent of their dangers or 
the degree of animal experimentation involved 
in their development. 
• 
,.  
~ t may start on the outside: 
"That was quite a large helping you took for 
dinner tonight, dear." 
"You've gained weight ... but it looks all 
right ... really." 
"You're father and I are a little concerned." 
"You're ugly and you're fat- at least you can 
do something about the last one!" 
Then it continues on the inside: 
"I look at these pictures of my mom when she 
was in college and wish I was that tiny." 
"Just a few more pounds to lose!" 
, 
, 
Their perception is distorted and the journey 
on the rocky road begins. Victims either 
starve themselves, binge and purge, or try 
other various methods of ridding themselves 
of weight, fat, and natural body water. Some 
have found that drinking lots of fluids aid the 
purging process, while eating large amounts 
of chocolate helps to initiate diarrhea. In 
alternately leading to sodium and potas-
sium deficiency. The use of castor oil 
leads to intestinal abnormalities and 
inflammatory bowel disease. The use of 
syrup of ipecac stimulates the brain stem 
and irritates the gastrointestinal tract. If 
taken too much or if no vomiting occurs, 
this potentially dangerous over-the-counter "I'll only eat this little bit, then excuse myself 
for the bathroom. " time, the body is so accustomed to these medicine can cause chest pains, rapid heart quick methods of removing substances that it beats, and shortness of breath. If the abuse 
"She didn't go out with me Saturday night 
because I'm fat!" 
There are many types of eating 
disorders. All are detrimental and some-
times fatal to the victim. Early interven-
tion is a must. Among these disorders are 
anorexia nervosa, bulimarexia, and bulimia 
nervosa. In the past they have been tagged 
strictly as a women's wasting disease, but 
recent studies show that males are also 
affected by these eating disorders, though 
becomes spontaneous, a major warning sign. 
Also in the beginning satisfying childhood 
taboo junk food cravings are a way of 
chewing up leisure hours, but it escalates into 
bingeing sessions only to be purged later. 
Other abnormal eating habits, such as a 
reduction of food intake and secretive 
bingeing, affect the victims' appearance, 
menstrual cycle, and _the ability to be 
comfortable in social settings. 
Food has nothing to do with eating 
in lower numbers. disorders, but are rather purely psychological. 
The way a disorder of this type begins They are problems that stir in the minds of 
is the person has a hard time accepting her/ victims and corrodes their bodies in the 
his body size and therefore tries numerous process, corrosion that can and must be 
ways to reduce overall weight. Oftentimes, avoided. 
the person is not as large as 
Are V!o U they think, but a mere exaggera-tiort Eating disorders are not a new medical problem. In medieval Europe, plenty of women fasted because it was thought to be fundamental to 
feminine holiness. Sanctified 
women like Catherine of Siena, Mary 
of Oignes, and Beatrice of Nazareth frightened 
of y_our 
SHADOW? 
were classic cases of bulimics and 
anorexics. Catherine of Siena, from 
the middle to late 1300's, ate a 
handful of herbs everyday and 
shoved twigs down her throat to 
bring up other force-fed foods. 
Other women of her era vomited at 
the sight of meat and their throats 
swelled shut as a result of constant 
vomiting. There were only a few 
cases of male saints who conducted 
self-starvation. Fasting to these 
women meant that they found other 
HAve roa 
CVt!r CaUJht 
llt:hr o( YOUt 
rtflcctlon Jn • 
1hop window 
food sources: prayer and wine and 
wafer consumption fulfilled the body 
with pure holiness, thought to be the only 
nutrients needed to survive. 
Some women suffer from the princess 
syndrome. They ask "why me?" and say 
and teen your thlc:t.mlnl th.ldowl WhJ 
not take s t~p' ft.,fell 10 ~ rid Gf eJ:Cftl 
ruby d.rinktn..J. dally Jl••• o! bot water 
with 1 litt le cLime none • Ph o1phate In tt, 
• Limtuon~ • Phol,hate m•kct • deUshtful 
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•lire 7our •h•d ow ne-. e:r ,.roW'I bJuer. 
8e Happy,. Heallhy and Stlm wltlt 
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"it's not fair!" There is typically lots of 
sobbing, pouting, and feeling helpless. 
This also leads to bingeing to forget it 
all. Unfortunately, some victims also 
resort to substance abuse. 
Various substances are abused by 
eating disorder victims. To help lose 
weight, some people abuse laxatives. 
The res1,1lt is severe constipation or 
loss of muscle tone in the anal 
sphincter. Some women take up to 
fifty laxatives per day. Diuretics, 
commonly known as water pills, are 
used to rid the body of excess water, 
which leads to severe dehydration. 
The water pills stimulate urination and 
the kidneys lose the salt balance. 
continues to a chronic stage, the results 
could be stomach pain, bloody diarrhea, 
convulsions, heart failure, and ultimately, 
death. Alcohol and drug abuse are also 
used to numb the pain of vomiting and the 
depression of the victims life. 
Aggressive, sadistic, and masochistic 
behaviour is not uncommon in sufferers of 
eating disorders. They may provoke lovers 
to be extremely violent during sexual 
activity, if there is any activity at all., as a 
way to replace anger and frustration of 
themselves and/or others. Some victims 
reported having violent fantasies of slicing 
their lover's eyeballs with razor blades, 
others want to beat their siblings, and 
others want to torture and kill small 
animals. 
There are many problems the victim 
may suffer from and there are just as many 
ways to help and be helped. Various 
treatments include assertiveness training, 
letting the victims know that she/he is 
loved and appreciated, and learning what 
constitutes a healthy diet in a healthy 
lifestyle. A witness of a victim must first 
realize that victims cannot be helped if 
they do not want to be helped - particu-
larly if a person is over 19 years of age, the 
age in Canada which outsiders are legally 
helpless. Resource centres and clinics are 
always willing to help those who want 
help. 
Women have been oppressed in the 
past and society had unruly affixed the 
image of the 'perfect woman' into their 
minds. Voluptuousness is not a part of this 
image. The image portrays a small frame, 
slim waist, not wide hips but certainly not 
shapeless hips either. All of this with a 
buxom bust makes up the image of the 
perfect woman. This image is unrealistic 
and the affixation is unfair. Women, the 
gender most affected by these morally 
unlawful disorders, are beautiful, no 
matter what size pants they fit into. 
Women are fully capable of living lif~ to 
the fullest and they still have the capability 
of bringing new life into this world and to 
nurture it to adulthood. Women are 
beautiful- it's that simple. They 
shouldn ' t feel as though they need to 
adjust their bodies to appease someone 
else. But some do, and it's not right unless 
they do it for themselves for fitness sake. 
Eating Disorders are dangerous grounds to 
venture into, but life is worth the climb out 
of the pit. 
e thinner 
and bones are not pretty. Unfortunately millions of 
people find out the hard way. Anorexia nervosa is a dis 
ease that robs your body of its nutrition, skin tone; any fat 
your body needs to survive and much more. It is an emo-
tional illness in which a person, without realizing just how danger-
ous it is, refuses to eat so they can lose weight. Anorexia usually 
occurs in young girls and women . 
.J 
Unfortunately, I was one of these people who lose a lot of weight, by this time everyone 
felt the only way I could lose weight was to starve 
myself. 
It all started one day when I no longer fit into 
a bikini I really liked. One of my friends told me 
that maybe I should lose a bit of weight. I thought 
about it for a long time and kept looking at myself 
in the mirror feeling fat and disappointed. At this 
point I was 130lbs and feeling gross. I decided 
then I had to lose weight. 
The only way I could see as an easy, quick 
way to lose this weight was to not eat. I started 
passing up going places to eat with friends and 
would not eat much when,! went out with my 
family. It was hard at first because I would see a lot 
of food and get hungry. I would eat the odd thing 
now and then but nothing big. 
Time went on and I started losing weight. As I 
was losing this weight 
my body was 
suffering. I would 
get really light-
headed and dizzy. 
My legs felt numb 
and I would nave 
to sit down before 
I fell down. My 
hair lost its natural 
glow. I had to use 
et I 
• 
was noticing. People would comment 
on how thing and sick I looked. I ignored 
them because I thought I was doing what I set out 
to do. Lose the weight.I got to a point where I 
didn't even feel hungry anymore. I denied it. Even 
to myself. I was willing to suffer to lose weight. 
My whole opinionchanged when the guy 
I really care about told me I was way too thin. He 
told me I was scaring him and I seriously needed 
to gain weight. 
I looked into his eyes and realized how 
serious he was. This is when the whole thing 
started to really scare me. 
I thought about it for days. He kept telling me 
the same thing over and over again. I decided to 
weigh myself. I was down to ll2lbs. I then 
realized just how right this guy was. 
Getting help was easier said than done. I left 
el 
8 
school for the rest of the first 
semester. I talked to counselors 
and doctors. 
Gradually I got back into the habit 
of eating, even if I was not hungry 
and had to force myself. 
I am lucky I started to sort things 
out before I was admitted into the 
hospital. 
a lot of foundation 
and blush to cover my 
very pale face. I also 
got very lazy, I would 
c ang 
I am still recovering. I weigh 117lbs now. 
I find it hard to gain weight although I 
now eat regularly. I am hoping to get to 
123lbs. 
·not want to do much himandl Slowly everything is working out. I am back at school and have a lot of self 
of anything but respect. I am a happier person. :~:e~::;~~~ ~i~::ound seriously i~:es::; ;:uar::l~e:~:~ei~~~:h~~~:e~:h 
no motivation. 
This went on for 
months. I started to 
needed to are other ways that do not damage your body like anorexia does. 
goin weight. 
By Lani Letual 
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An open letter from a feminist 
Beefs from anything but a 
back alley penis bashing butch 
by Laura Pottie 
How many times have I heard, "I think 
women should have equal rights but...", or "I 
don't agree with feminism because they're all 
man-haters." Guess what! It's a vicious, evil lie! 
True, some feminists are lesbians, so 
therefore they love women, but does that 
automatically make them hate men? Just 
because I don't want to have sex with someone 
doesn't mean I yearn for their death! If that 
were the case I'd have to spend an awful lot of 
energy hating an awful lot of people - man I just 
don't have time! 
When it comes right down to it, although I 
can only speak for myself, I don't think 
feminism is about hating the opposite sex, it's 
about loving yourself and demanding your 
rights and the rights of your children. 
This is not to say that feminists aren't 
angry, however. I personally am very angry. I'm 
angry at ignorance, starvation, violence, 
oppression, intolerance, lack of respect, and 
being called 'dear', 'babe', 'honey', 'doll', and 
'little sweetie pie'. The image that feminists are 
"male-bashers", however is nothing more than a 
media illusion created in an attempt to dismiss 
and discredit us as irrational and overly 
emotional. 
Instead of looking at myths about femi-
nism, let's look at some facts, shall we? What 
are we asking for? Well first of all, as feminists, 
we do not want to abandon our children for 
careers, but we would like to have equal sharing 
of the work so that we can also have equal time 
to participate in soci'ety - is that so radical? 
Feminists have also been and continue to 
work towards equity in pay and representation 
in their chosen fields of work. What's so unfair 
and man-hating about that? Someone please tell 
me! Threatening as a source of competition 
maybe, but not much scarier than that! 
Something else we'd all like to see is an 
end to violence against women. No one is 
denying the fact that rape and abuse happen to 
men, but the majority of these acts are 
perpetrated by men against women. I don't want 
to get into the whole ball of wax about why and 
what social institutions allow this to continue. 
I'm simply stating that this is something that 
feminists are speaking out against. At what 
point did "no means no" start translating into "I 
hate you, you slimy bastard"? Am I missing 
something here? 
What else? Well, there is the language 
debate. This is something that is not a general 
consensus amongst feminists so I don't want to 
present it as such, but many of us feel that we 
have been excluded from our 
language. Woman, mailman, history 
-frankly it pisses me off! I'm 
not a man, nor do I want to be 
referred to as an extension 
of one. 
Now, I know that 
to change this is a pain 
in the neck for some 
people, and to be totally 
honest I haven't sat down and 
created the ultimate gender 
friendly language either, but 
you have to admit that if the 
shoe was on the other foot, men 
wouldn't particularly 
appreciate it either. C'est 
look at that! 
I've already 
covered four major feminisr'Deefs" and yet I 
fail to see any desire to rid the earth of any of 
its species, be they male or otherwise. Get the 
picture? 
If you want to disagree with us, go right 
ahead, but at least try to base your arguments on 
some facts! Feminism is not some evil, mysteri-
ous group of butchy women who meet in back 
alleys to invent ways for life to exist without the 
penis. We are merely taking (not asking for) 
what's rightfully ours -power, emancipation, 
safety. I mean really, can you blame us? 
I 
Is it PMS bitch I just ? or am a • 
~do not curse. 
~do not belch. 
~do not lart, 
Thea-elore. 
wemust ~ 
or we will blow ap 
Douglas College's Sexual and 
Personal Harassment Policy 
If you think you are being harassed, consult with a harassment advisor. 
All inquiries are strictly confidential. Advisors will review your options and 
the possible actions you may wish to take. Allegations of sexual 
and/or personal harassment will be taken seriously. 
The College is prepared to take action based on your needs. 
The following people are Harassment Advisors: 
Elizabeth Wilson 527-5148 (or local 5148) 
Steve Norris 527-5143 (or local 5143) 
Gary Tennant 527-5137 (or local5137) 
Donna McGee 527-5147 (or local 5147) or 467-6811 
--~~ 
Despite medical opinion, 
Dia zs proof P MS exists 
by Dia Richardson 
I am a woman. I get PMS. Some so-called 
medical experts say there is no such thing. 
Regardless, once a month I still get PMS. 
It usually lasts about 24 hours. During this 
time I am just plain irritable. OK, I'm a bitch. 
This occurs about 7 days before the onset of my 
menses. 
So be warned. All those little irritating 
things that I do my best ignoring all month, I 
will tell you about when I'm PMSing. 
I never even realized how predictable my 
PMS can be. (How can I? I am totally unpre-
dictable at that time). 
I was the only woman working in this 
office once. Within a few months the men knew 
when to tread lightly. Every fourth Wednesday I 
was treated with kid gloves. Then my hormones 
would level off and the men would go back to 
being jerks. 
When I get too irritable and emotional I try 
to channel my energy into something more 
constructive than an argument. It's actually 
Niki 
when I do some of my best yard work. There is 
nothing so defenseless as a plant and they don't 
talk back. 
Mind you, I was never asked my opinion 1 
on whether I wanted hormones surging through 
my body at various times of the month. It's like 
Mother Nature is having a laugh at my ex-
pense ... "A little estrogen here, tee-hee, a little 
estrogen there, tee-hee-hee, and a whole lot 
here, Ha-Ha-Ha-Ha-Ha!" 
The cycle continues month after month. 
First the PMS and then the blood. The only way 
to break the cycle is through menopause or 
pregnancy. Both of these alternatives also 
induce powerful hormone surges that can affect 
you stronger than PMS ever did. Pregnancy I "" 
know about, menopause I have the ultimate 
pleasure of waiting to experience. 
Right now, I am bitter. I have PMS and my 
arms are sore from pruning bushes. The next 
man who crosses my path had better watch his 
step. On the bright side, tomorrow I'll feel much 
better. In another 28 days, who knows? 
,. 
artin, Zeebo 
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Women getting ahead in sp()rts 
b y Candice Cee play in the International Hockey League (IHL). the seniors, she has gone further than any female they aren't tough. 
She then went on to play an exhibition game has in the league by playing with the junior boys Whether or not the women are good, physi-
Women have been ridiculed and put down with the Tampa Bay Lightning of the National team. cal players equal to men, there is always some 
constantly in virtually every society throughout Hockey League (NHL). The significance of Women today are encouraged to play sports · criticism. Women have been put down for so long 
history. It was not until recently that the abuse Rheume is that she was allowed to lay with the that are traditionally male oriented. Women's but they are slowly gaining respect form society 
society put on women lessened as women have men. baseball/softball is a big thing. · for their participation in sports. Women are be-
started to speak their opinions in public. There have been female hockey leagues but There are international leagues and tourna- ing recognized in sports and people are accept-
Sports is one area that women are slowly since the Rheume saga there has been an increase ments during the su~mer. There are more oppor- ing women as athletes, and not just as someone 
being accepted. Women have been participating in the enrollment and interest for females in !unities for men and women to play together. who belongs in the house. 
in sports for a long time, but now, women are hockey. Although women are just about as competitive Society is changing more as women are in 
making significant progress in their acceptance Michelle Kenny of Surrey also succeeded in as men, there are still some people who feel that the work force and fewer women are staying home 
into sports, especially formally male-dominated playing her sport with the men. In her senior year women are less likely to succeed as an athlete. in the traditional role as a housewife. Just as more 
sports like hockey, baseball and basketball. at Holy Cross High School, she was cleared to A lot of the guys who play with women women are becoming professional athletes with 
One of the most significant women recently play football with the boys team. often complain that females can't play; and a potential. 
was Manon Rheume. She was the first female to Although she was not permitted to play with even if they can play, men complain that 
Women in Music event comem_orizes Women's Day 
Jazz jam oportunity to 
hear rockin' female talent 
by Daniela Zanatta 
There were many different celebrations hap-
pening on the March 8th International Women's 
Day. Women in Music felt that it was important 
to celebrate the occasion without conflicting with 
the other Women's Day activities taking place so 
they held their Jazz Cabaret on the 9th. 
female jazz singers from Vancouver. Colleen Sav-
age, Jennifer Foster, Jennifer Scott, Renee 
Doruyter, and Cynthia Rose Grant sang as a group, 
but they also performed solos. Their backup band 
was the Chris Sigerson Trio. 
Women in Music is a non-profit resource and 
education society that aims to increase the contri-
bution and recognition of women in all aspects 
The first half of the show started out with of music. 
singer Bonnie Ferguson and actress/storyteller 
Melanie Ray. The two put on a great performance 
with Ray narrating stories and Ferguson provid-
ing background music on the piano. The stories, 
The main focus is to maintain a dynamic 
organization which functions as a force for change 
for women interested and involved in the world 
of music, and to provide the opportunity for 
music and singing were a great combination. Ray women to share the interests, concerns, obsta-
has a great storytelling voice. cles and opportunities that they experience and 
The last half of the show consisted of five encounter as women involved in musical pursuits. 
Fun with your fi_ngers I I 
More musings on 
zucchini and other body parts 
by Dia Richardson problems), or growing hair on the palms of your 
hands (use Neet) or turning into a babbling mo-
l didn't want to disappoint all the people out ron (too much school work does that as well). 
there who loved the original article "Fun with 
your fingers", so here is part II. 
Truthfully, I've felt a bit guilty since the 
Someone once asked me about vegetables. 
Now, that's a personal preference (although I 
would suggest Jetting the vegetables come to room 
original article came out. There were so many temperature first). Actually, that's what the whole 
things I didn't mention., so many questions I never subject of masturbation is. A matter of personal 
answered. preference. 
For those of you who missed the original ar- So, hopefully I've amused some and enlight-
ticle, we're talking about masturbation. You ened others. To those of you I've offended- this 
know, safe sex without a condom. 
Another thing 
about masturbation 
is that it doesn't 
have to be a solo 
sport. Mutual mas-
turbation can be 
quite amusing as 
well as being safe. 
There are a lot 
of tales used to try to 
scare people from 
masturbating, such 
as going blind (they 
now do laser surgery 
to correct cornea 
article, like Letterman's "Top Ten List", is solely 
for amusement 
and entertainment 
value only. 
To all of you mas-
turbators out 
there, remember 
you are not alone 
in your pleasures. 
Well, you are at 
the time but 
you're not (in 
spirit). You know 
what I mean. 
What you Can do in a 
Sexual Harassment Situation 
1. Know 
If something that is said or done to you makes you feel uncomfortable, know 
that respectful flirtation and compliments don't make you feel uncomfortable, 
but sexual harassment does. 
2. Say 
Simply tell the person, "What you are doing makes me feel uncomfortable." 
Describe in words what is happening while it is happening -for example, "You 
have you hands on my shoulders,' or "This is the third time today that you have 
brushed up against my body when you walked by." 
3. Find 
Obtain a definition of sexual harassment, circle the part that describes what the 
harassed is doing to you, and leave it in the harasser's mail box; or write a 
description of what the harasser is doing and deliver it to the harrasser's office. 
4. Tell 
Your co-workers should know what is happening to you, because most 
harrassers have more than one victim. Do this ONLY if you feel safe telling. 
5. Report 
Find out if your workplace, institution or employee association has a sexual har-
assment officer and report the incident to them. 
• 
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Living 
with the 
enemy 
A woman who'd been kicked in 
the head by a boyfriend as they 
were leaving a bar is helped by a 
police officer.Every 15 seconds in 
the U.S. a woman is beaten 
by a man she knows. 
After escaping the violence of her own marriage, Janice witnessed 
the murder of her friend Kim, whose husband stabbed her to death at 
the bus stop with her children looking on and crying, "Daddy, please 
don 't hurt Mommy!" 
March 22, 1995 
A mother and her infant son slept 
peacefully after arriving at the . 
Women Against Violence Shelter. 
The next morning she announced, 
"It was our first safe night in a long time." 
When Diana was rushed into a 
Minneapolis emergency room, her 
chest was covered with black tire 
marks. Her boyfriend had driven 
over her with a truck. "He wanted 
me to get out, but I kept holding 
onto the door handle. Then I let go. 
He ran over my chest with his back 
wheels-." And kept going. 
Reprinted from Ms. Magazine, September/October 1991 
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to 
by Trent Ernst agrees. "The mother is one way and her and their relationships with men. Those bringing the audience "backstage." looked twice? I don't think so." 
'"Travolta is long overdue." 
daughters are the same way. It kind of women affect their daughters. It's about "Moo is not the most politically Moo was not written to leave the 
It is fitting to begin an interview 
with the cast of Moo, a deeply black 
comedy, with a discussion of Pulp Fic-
falls down a chain, through each gen- how the things that people do to each correct play in the world," says Rory, audience feeling comfortable and com-
eration, so you never really get rid of other effect them, and how we let them in response to a letter in the March 8th placent, and the subject matter may not 
the character trait, it just keeps going." happen. It's about how we let other edition of the Other Press complaining be to everyone's taste. But, as the cast 
tion, a dark, humorous story in it's own 
right. The question on everybody's 
mind (because it has just been asked) 
Playwrite Sally Clarke recognizes people have control over our of the violent imagery in the Moo of Moo so succinctly pointed out, the 
this fact, and uses individual actors to characteristics, over our feelings and poster. point of theatre is to get people think-
portray up to six different characters. emotions." Chelle says that the violent ing. 
is whether the ac~en:ty has discrimi-
nated against Samuel Jackson by nomi-
nating him for Best Supporting Actor, 
when his role was as key to Pulp Fic-
tion as Travolta's, who is up for Best 
Actor. The cast seems to think not. 
"It was refreshing to see the 
change from the old Travolta, to the 
new Travolta." "Yeah. Travolta was a 
standout." 
Finally Chelle Tanner takes the 
question at face value: "I think we all 
like to think that 'no, that doesn't hap-
pen,' but obviously it does still, and it's 
Though each character is distinct, the "Another important aspect is self themes bothered her the first time she 
fact that the character is played by the deceit, about lying 'to yourself," Says read the script. "I didn' t want to be a 
same actor is symbolic. Bits of dialogue Tracy. "All these characters deny their part c;>f the show .... Some of the images 
and ideas will be expressed by the same feelings, deny their emotions, and in were disturbing, but I wasn't reading it 
actor in. different roles, exemplifying tum end up ruining themselves 'and as a black comedy. Some of the things 
this 'chain' of character traits. "I think everything around them. How they feel that happen are terrible, but that's re-
that it's interesting ... how each genera.- towards other people, how they feel ality. And on the poster. If that were a 
tion ends up influencing the next, and toward things, they don't deal with man with a gun, would anyone have 
it really becomes clear the way Sally anything. They keep everything bottled 
Clark wrote the play and has these dou- up inside them, and it ends up explod-· 
bling up of characters." Rory Feorie, ing in their faces." 
who plays Harry, describes it as a 'cy- The actors love working in the 
clical pattern.' smaller, intimate setting of the Studio 
" ... This [cycle] will never stop. theatre. Thereisadifferentdynamic,or 
There will always be Harry Parkers in flow of energy than on the main stage. 
hard to say. For me, I don't like to be · their lives, and they'll never get out of On the mainstage it's like your watching 
judgmental of the theater world, but it. It's about abusive relationships, it's a movie. There is this wall between the 
then Hollywood is so Hollywood, it's about control. You get what you want audience and the actors. In the studio, 
very possible.'' 
out of a relationship, and you don't the energy is more immediate, the 
The ice broken, the cast begins to 
even realize the consequences. It's connection more intimate. "I can be as 
discuss the play in earnest. "Dysfunc-
about the use and abuse of people." in your face as I like," Says Rory. 
tiona! relationships is a big deal [in Chelle agrees: "People can affect The smaller venue also offers ·more 
Moo]," says Tracy Swaile, who plays other peoples lives. The mother has a room to be creative. In Moo there are 
the title character. "No one ever listens 
to each other. They ramble on about 
tremendous impact on her three daugh-
ters, and even her husband. The father's 
their own lives and don't listen, and it distance toward the family and towards 
affects everyone around them." 
what is really happening affects the girls 
Stage manager Minna Nikula 
Traveler • 1n the 
no traditional entrances or exits. Each 
character "leaves" or "enters" a scene 
through lighting effects. All costume 
changes are done on stage as well, 
Dark 
Pacific Theatre's new production shines 
By Trent Ernst 
As would befit a playhouse in the 
basement of a church (Holy Trinity 
Anglican, at 12th and Hemlock), there 
are strong spiritual overtones in this 
production. But don't let that stop you, 
because it's good. Forgoing any 
Kudos go to Tim Dixon, who plays The play doesn' t offer any text-
Sam. He is on-stage almost the entire book answers. The audience is left with 
running time of the play, and has the the sense that this dysfunctional family 
lion's share of the dialogue. He manages is moving in the right direction; but the 
to keep up the emotional intensity play doesn't seek to resolve all the 
throughout, and his acting is top notch. problems that it raises. The audience 
All the performers are strong. Erla is left to come to it's own conclusions. 
Faye Forsyth plays Sam's wife Gloria, Traveler in the Dark's run is over. 
religious, moral and/or philosophical who has spent a lifetime at the bottom Pacific Theatre's next production is The 
implications, Traveler is good from a of her husband's priority heap. Their Foreigner, an "antic" comedy that 
purely aesthetic standpoint. Well son, Stephen is played by twelve year opens on March 31 , and runs 
written, well constructed and well acted, old Joel Stephanson. But Ron Reed, intermittently until April 22. The 
this is a tight, admirable production. who plays Sam's Father Everett, is the Foriegner's run will be interupted for 
Set in a run down country garden, stand out performance. the Tickets are available by calling 
the story revolves around Sam, the With just a few streaks of whi'te CBO at 280-2801. 
middle male in three generations of in his (fortunately thin) hair, he be-
males . A brilliant surgeon, Sam is comes the doting old grandfather. He 
pushing middle age, and going through brought the character to life. It was a 
the requisite crisis thereof. His Middle- shock to find out later that he is only 
aged angst is magnified by the recent 38. 
death of his head nurse/childhood 
friend, who died on his operating table. 
To complicate things even further, he 
is forced to confront his estranged 
father, whom Sam has rejected along 
with his father 's faith (papa is the pastor 
at the local church). 
Add to the mix a wife, whom he is 
not sure he loves anymore, and a son 
who is willing to think for himself, and 
you have a conflict of Biblical 
proportions. At the center of it all is this 
self absorbed surgeon who has no faith 
in anything anymore, not even his own 
abilities. 
There's an awful lot happening in 
a relatively short amount of time, and it 
is to scriptwriter Marsha Norman's 
credit that this play doesn't feel too 
rushed. Tim Dixon as Sam in Pacific Theatre's Traveler in the Dark 
Moo is only on 'til the 
25th, so get your butt in 
gear and go see it. Call 
527-5488 to reserve your 
tickets. 
the 
to lntemet? 
We believe the Internet is an invaluable student r~source for communication 
and research that every student is entitled to. 
to bring it to Douglas Ool~:ege. 
We would appreciate your support on voting we~k, March 27-31 . 
Troy 
TOWNSEND 
President 
Sara 
ROBERTS 
-----------
V. P. Internal 
Jimmy 
MACLAREN 
Treasurer 
l'fDv~ 
The Other Press 
thanks for hei.P 
I have really appreciated having the opportunity to publicly thank the many 
t'OiunteeJrs who have participated in the Language Partner Program for the ESL students 
Douglas College. 
I hope that the Other Press can once again, run the names below for the Spring, 
995 semester in your edition scheduled for March 22 (deadline for printing, I think). 
appreciate the support. Thank you. 
Language Partner P-rogram, Spring 1995 
On behalf of the students, staff and faculty from ESL and Intemation_al Education, 
YOU VOLUNTEERS! Sincerely, Lani. 
...... 
Patrick Longworth From the community: 
Cecilia Low Ah Kee 
Tammy Medeiros Carmen Cook 
Steven Ng Margaret Cope 
Winnie Ng Mr. Cope 
Lee Nguyen Michael Corbet 
Christine O'Connor Janet Erikson 
Christopher Ong Mrs. Freeman 
Ed Osei Mr. Freeman 
Chris Pawlik Li-LinHsu 
Jamia (Mia) Pestano Alex Jones 
Sandy Salivaras Nancy Lee 
Linda Santos ChihLi 
Derek Sexton Joanne Li 
Tammy Shapcott Joyce Lim 
Gregory Shorland Allan Louie 
DorinaSng Ralph Mills 
Andrew Strange Jessica Noronha 
Julie Tadd Gordon Roberts 
Sidney Talaro JeanSansum 
Paul Tsui Denise Schuk 
Nimali Wijayanayake Susan Smith 
Cary Wong Jackson Tang 
DianeWu William Tweedie 
Hiroshi Yasuoka 
Poetry 21st century style 
Vancouver group looking for techno-poets 
by Niki Kaloudas 
Through state of the art 
1/)J ~ 6 
ONLY 
Call (604) 733-7469 
For Groups of 12 or more 
technology, a Vancouver group is 
fhe OP Poetry Page wi\\ 
return next issue. 
5orry for any 
inconvenience. 
Must be 19 years and over • Package available Tues.-Thurs . only 
working to promote Canadian writers 
and their art form. The group, called 
The Edgewise Cafe and Electrolit 
Center, is working to organize a Tele-
Poetic Reading Series, Online Poetry 
Workshopping and a monthly Electro lit 
magazine. 
According to organizer Heather 
Haley, the group's main goal is "to assist 
Canadian poets and writers to expand 
their potential by reaching a bigger 
national and international community." 
"We're working into the 
capabilities of the net and doing a lot 
of exploring of the technology 
ourselves," she said. The Edgewise 
Cafe will serve as a research site for 
ongoing projects to this end. 
This revolutionary combination of 
technology and literature enables 
writers to interact on a global, rather 
than local level. 
For example, the Tele-Poetic 
Reading Series helps writers reach an 
international audience live and 
instantaneously through the use of a 
Panasonic Video Phone. 
Some upooming Tete-Poetic 
Readings are going to be on April 9th 
at the Western Front and May 2nd at 
the Glass Slipper. 
For more information, contact the 
Edgewise Cafe and Electro lit Center at 
254-7719. 
Why work for peanuts 
when you can sell them? 
Starting your own business is one way to guarantee yourself a job this summer. 
If you're a full-time student returning to school this fall and legally entitled to work in Canada, the Student Business Loans 
Program, the government of Canada's summer employment program for students, is offering loans of up to $3,000 to help 
· you start a business. 
Details are available at any branch of the Federal Business Development Bank, Canada Employment Centres, Canada 
Employment Centres for Students, any branch of the Royal Bank of Canada or the National Bank of Canada. 
just come to us with your idea, and we'll see what we can do about putting you to work for someone you really like. You. 
••• 
Human Resources 
Devek»pment C.nada 
06veloppement des 
reuourees humaines C.nact. 
Call toll-free: 1 800 361-2126. 
Canada 
.. 
NATIONAL BANQUE 
BANK NATIONALE 
!:fi ROYAL BANK 
eJ BANOUE ROYALE 
9 
.. 
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lP>O> il1nut o>if vi<e~v 
OP'er Paul Andrew talks to Doran Bell about a Good Woman 
Doran Bell in 
Good Woman of Setzuan 
l agine that you are a writer, and you have ust been given an assignment that has aused a minor dilemma. You must perceive ow an audience will interpret a play. In this ase, the Douglas College production ofThe 
Good Women of Setzuan. Keeping in mind your 
Setzuan. 
Doran Bell is in his first year of the two year 
drama program here at Douglas College. He is a 
very well spoken individual, and was very eager 
to talk about the production of Good Woman, and 
the psychological challenges of becoming a pro-
fessional actor. We also talked for awhile about 
the 'play within a play ' concept, which is the form 
this play will follow. And how it is sometimes dif-
ficult to get that idea ·across to an audience. 
So how is this play different from last terms 
production of 'Our Country's Good', which also 
had the 'play within a play' theme? 
I would have to say the difference in this play 
is the constant reminders ... the music, that's a big 
part of it. Our Country's Good was a play within 
a play, but it was more understood. Whereas this 
one takes you by surprise, all of a sudden it's right 
in your face. It's like [the audience will think] what 
are they doing ; they're singing now ... now she's 
doing a poem, where did that come from? And 
then you have to slide back into you character 
again. It's very different from Our Country's 
Good. 
So there are interruptions that aren 't e ··w 
plaine d. 
Exactly. 
What is your role in the play? 
I play an ex-pilot (Yang Sun) who is an abu-
sive lover. She (Shen Te) falls in love with me, 
and I basically exploit her by getting her to seq 
her shop to raise money for my re-entrance int6 
target audience will for the most part be college 
students, you don't want a lame preview of a col- flying school. ~ 
Do you find it difficult preparing for a r6lti 
lege play. However, your dilemma is compounded 
by the fact that you haven't even seen this play 
yet. So you can scramble to get as much literature 
on this olav as humanly possible, but then it may 
tum into an essay. Perhaps you might do some 
research on the playwright,Bertolt Brecht, but no. 
Then the preview would be in danger of turning 
into a biography of the playwright. So what to do? 
like this? 
For this particu,l character, I have to 
outside my personal c~~ter, because I'm not 
,j .,.~~.., ( 
like this ... he's very rough. lfe ~ tlte kind of char-
·" .. acter who can't make up his mind. bne 
he'll be soft and gentle with Shen Te, and 
the next moment in the same scene, he'll be 
ing her up ... as if he doesn't care about her. He's a 
Eventually a writer must rely on the best two fold character. 
possible source available. 
Like a borderline schizoid type character? 
The only real experts in this situation are the Exactly. And the one thing that drives this 
If you make a direct parallel to our society, 
Shen Te is basically like the welfare system ... and 
there's a lot of people, whether they need it or 
•u••u•-v, -auu~c it. They just keep .taking 
Setzuan.' 
(laughs) Okay. Per:son;Hty, actors who perform in the play. So it was with great border-line schizoid character is the fact that he 
haste and wide-eyed enthusiasm that I arranged 
wants to fly again, he wants to get up in the air of the way Brecht writes. I mean he's a political 
an interview with DC drama student Doran Bell, 
again, and he'll do anything to get it. Even if it writer. He doesn't write for actors to show off their 
one of the actors featured in the Good Woman of 
means he has to marry this girl just for her money. talents in how good they can dramatize a scene. 
He writes to get a message across. So I think, in a 
strong sense, it's a very good challenge for ac-
tor's to do a play like this ... to make it entertain-
ing. 
So it's not a naturally dramatic play? 
Exactly. The challenge is to make it natural, 
and to present it in an entertaining way ... that's the 
Of course there's a message to every-
but people want to be entertained. 
Allan [Lysell] is excellent. 
people who don 't know 
will interpret it.? People 
or put it into a category. 
ronwn1t1cplay? Or a violent play? 
you mentioned. But in gen-
will interpret it as a play about 
case of exploitation. 
you leave Douglas, do you plan on '"" 
a career in theatre? 
I'm definitely going to do more theatre when 
Douglas. But I would also like to get in-
in more film. The reason I chose theatre 
is, unless you're a really big name and you know 
people on the inside, you're not going to get the ' 
lead roles. So you've got to start somewhere, and 
I think theatre is an excellent place to start. Also, 
when you're in theatre, the actor is more free. You 
don't get stereo-typed as much as when you go 
into the so called 'real world' .. . the film world. 1 
get a chance to do a lot of things in theatre that I 
know I would never get to do on film. 
The Good Woman Of Setzuan runs 
March 24 to Aprill (except March 27) in 
the Douglas College Performing Arts Thea-
tre in New West, daily at 8 pm, with a two-
for-one matinee on Apri 1 @ 2:00 p.m. 
For tickets or information, call 527-5488. 
A gender-inverted Misanthrope, right here at DC 
A classic play comes to modern days 
review by somebody or other in the crown, the movie producer from the audience, the remaining dialog 
Soloman, played by Michael Kopsa. suddenly slips into rhyme after rhyme, 
Written by Leonard Angel The play revolves around Alice attempt- which quickly grows irritating, consid-
Directed by Charles Siegel ing to break Soloman away from his ering the script's potential at the begin-
Gastown Equity Co-Op Productions fake life of woman, parties and movie ning. 
If there is any subject that enter- deals and into a 'genuine' love for her. The acting quality in the play was 
tains me more than bagels and cheese, This isn't apt to happen, as Phyllis, better than I have seen in a long while. 
it's making fun of fake people. Fake Alice's best friend, played by Sue Alice proves an exciting watch, and 
people- you know, the ones who kiss Elworthy, trys to explain to her the Soloman, with Mr. Kapsa's trademark 
you on the cheek when you walk in the length of the performance. Phyllis ' job sexy booming voice, proves a fufilling 
door, and then turn around and talk in the play is to wake Alice up to the counterpart. The stage design was in-
about you when you walk away... reality of Hollywood life and get her to teresting, with the break out of the VCR 
This is the subject of Moliere's dump Soloman. She attempts to convice and TV at one point to give a movie-
play 'Misanthrope,' and entertainingly Alice she should try for the nice-guy- in-a-movie effect. However, the back-
brought to modern days by Douglas but-plays-the-game Eli, the entertain- drops and lighting weren't interesting 
College's very own philosophy instruc- ment accountant who has got it bad for in the slightest. The pale colors of the 
tor\ playright Leonard Angel. Alice's genuine ways, even through set and unrealistic paint job didn't add 
In this version of Misanthrope, the Phyllis wants him for herself. to the play at all, but did centre the at-
setting is one of the fakest places I can The batttle of love and wills is tention completely on the redeeming 
think of - the movie industry. Alice, extremely entertaining throughout the acting. 
played by Lois Anderson, is the dis- play. The first act, in the den of Misanthrope runs until April I 
traught 'real person' writer who is the Solomans' Vancouver condo, does a and my take is 3 stars of 5. See the play. 
pure soul in a group of bigwig fantasticjobofintroducingthecharac- lt' llrunyou$10($8Saturdaymatinee) 
hollywood 'friends'. Alice doesn't talk ters. The second act begins as Frankie, to see some great acting and a play that 
behind people's backs, and Jets the other Alice's rap-preformer friend played by managed to keep me interested from the 
backstabbers in her crowd know it. Catherine Lough takes the stage to beginning to the end. And, it's a wrtten 
Unfortunately for her, Alice is madly entertain with her rapster lingo. After by a Douglas instructor! Get real, see 
in love with the fakest, smoothest guy the numerous chuckles this generates Misanthrope. DC's own Leonard Angel (seated) wrote Misanthrope 
for sale ... 
horn players & 3 female harmonies for 
MOVING SALE - loveseatlhideabed, local gigs and weekend out of town gigs. 
Ikea $350 OBO • bed, 2mths old, Paulo Lono-Lono International 
mattress, frame & headboard $400 OBO 
* word processor/printer, Sony, very 
functional. great for student papers, 
older model * desk, chair, lamp $75 
OBO * Ikea wall unit & bookcase $175 
OBO call 522-2084 
1988 FORD ESG8RT station wagon 
(red) for sale. Not running right now but 
can be fixed or good for parts $150 firm. 
call 857-1200 #5142 
SKIS FOR SALE. .. Rossingnol 195cm 
737's with bindings & poles $175 OBO, 
Varnet sunglasses 4006 $50 OBO, GE 
universal remote control $20 ne,ver used 
Jason 526-7615 
jobs 
"HARD WORKING individuals 
looking for a career in financial services 
are needed. No exp. req. Free training 
provided." Ask for Danielle pager: 661-
9046 
BEST CAREER CHOICES for new 
age students!!! Have you ever wondered 
if you are making a good career choice 
suitable to your innermost desires? 
Based on natural talent analysis, a 
horoscope can reveal your true mission 
in your lifetime. Let me reveal the 
ancient knowledge to you so you too 
may prosper with contentment in that 
which you are building upon. Call 
Malonie at 461-9830 for a free 
introduction. Go on, cal4 what have you 
got to lose? 
clubs 
INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE 
EXCHANGE Club. A club devoted to 
learning new languages and cultures. 
Executive election being held Tues. Dec. 
6. Regular meetings 4 p.m. Rm 2804. 
Editor of Newsletter Shaun Lee, pager 
# 650-6734. 
Productions, phone 6-8pm for interview 
525-1336. Also seeking female 
harmonies for reggae album. 
messages 
NEWSPAPER writing is cool! How do 
I know? I write for the Other Press, and 
not everyone can say that! Seriously 
though, expand your opportunities, 
broaden your horizons and meet some 
really bizarre people. Writing is not a 
job, it is an art form, and when taken 
seriously, it's just a job. So don't take it 
seriously and we won't either. Call the 
Other Press at 525-3505 or just come 
on down and submit to the fun and the 
frolic that goes on down in room 1020. 
ENVIRONMENTALLY friendly 
people are meeting at the entrance to the 
Clayoquat Sound logging road where it 
all happened. Be there to share memories 
or, just to create some. Don't delay. ph. 
588-8448. 
CENSORSHIP is a serious issue, and 
something that should not be taken 
lightly, If you would like to join in the 
fight against censorship. Pleas call just 
about anybody on the Fraser Valley 
Library Board, and tell them we said 
hello. 
ROGER, my biology book has helped 
you long enough considering the course 
is over. Let's have coffee, even though I 
don't drink it. Shannon 465-1130. 
FREEFOOD!!!Iam aDCstudentwho 
is interested in starting up a Student 
Food Bank. I need your input, regarding 
the feasibility of this venture! Please 
let me know. 526-7956 Rachel. 
PUNJAB! TEACHER I TUTOR 
Wanted for English speaking Canadian. 
Goal, to be conversationally literate and 
gain some written skills. Call Ang 526-
2668 or reply c/o the Other Press 
COME AND JOIN US at Lady Dyna- ROOMMATE needed for shared 
fit, New West women's only fitness club. New West house. House is located next 
WOMEN'S ONLY meetings held every 
Thursday and Sunday for the woman 
who "wants it all." Tired of being pushed 
around? Do you want to take out your 
aggression on someone other then the 
one's that you love? then phone 872-
4949 for more information! 
school 
COMMAPHOBIA? Copy edit your 
term paper to a better mark. $10.00/ 
1000 words but negotiable. Pick-up, 
delivery, and typing available. Leave 
message for Fred DeRosa: 526 - 8761 
WORD PROCESSING. Resumes, 
Reports, Essays, Letters Term papers. 
589-3787 ask for Pat 
LPI STUDENTS. Want to be able to 
pass the LPI Exam? Then call me. I have 
a BA Degree from UBC, and I can help 
you successfully meet the demands of 
the LPI marking system. Professional 
and individual instruction. Please call 
438-4463. 
WORD PROCESSING. Resumes, 
reports, essays, letters, term papers 
call Pat 589-3787 
mUSIC 
ROCK AND ROLL bands that need 
space to practice should call Deru1is at 
522-5680 for really cheap rates on 
rehearsal space and recording time. 
to 22nd st. skytrain. Come and check it 
out! $300 a month. Eric, 524-1454. 
Can't find that special 
someone? Meet your 
perfect match in ... 
fictionals 
SWM, Hard drug user seeks same w/ 
similar lack of values and total disregard 
for life. Into petty thievery, begging and 
burning friends to support habit. Join me 
for a life on the edge? Reply box #4, this 
paper. 
Single human male seeks another biped 
for friendship, possible romance. Sex, 
age, race, religion, height, weight, hair 
colour, eyes, interests, job, hobby, 
smoking, drinking, drug use, 
disposition, looks unimportant. MUST 
be into rubber footwear, Polish nco-
impressionist table-napkin batiks, and 
tie-dyed vegetables. Reply box #560-
79383579405638045491.9, this paper. 
Recently escaped, unattached, very 
hardened criminal on the run from the 
law. Looking for very brief encounters. 
Must be tender, romantic, nurturing and 
extremely discrete. Please leave contact 
information with paper. I'll contact if still 
at large. Reply box Y, this paper. 
The Other Press 
Attention Douglas Students!·!! 
# 
Recieve 10% off our already unbeatable value on all food items 
Discount available everyday on all lunch and dinner entrees 
After 4 Years, 
25 Courses and 974 
Multiple Choice 
Questions, The Last 
Thing_ You Want Is 
Another Number. 
687-5891 
But you may need it. 
You see, it 's the number of the CMA. And in today's competit ive 
job market, an important number fo r students considering a 
career in M anagement Accounting. The C MA takes your 
academic qua lifications a nd hones them w ith ma nagerial and 
communication skill s. Skills you 'll need for the fastest 
growing a rea of accounting. Forecasts for the 90's show 
opportunities are growing in Management Accounting 
while declining in public accounting and auditing. So put 
your hard earned skills to work. Call this number or send 
this coupon to the CMA. 
CMA 
The "M" Stands For 
Management 
r--------------------------, 
Please send me a copy of the CMA Calendar of Courses 1994-95. 1 
Name: 
Address: 
City: 
Province: 
Postal Code: 
DC 
Certified Management Accountants 
of British Columbia 
P.O. Box 11548 
1575-650 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4W7 
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Boot on up to your nearest Chrysler Dealer, where you can get 
interactive with the many fine Chrysler, Dodge and Plymouth 
cars and trucks 
in our award-
winning line-up. 
And bring your • s! 
degree. Thanks to the Q 
Chrysler Graduate Program, it's O 
worth an extra $750 off the best deal 
you can make with your Chrysler Dealer. 
(That's in addition to any other publicly 
A EO 
-
YO R B.C. C 
-
advertised incentives!) What's more, you can defer payments 
G ET 
for 3 months on the 1994, 1995 and 1996 
Chrysler vehicle of your choice.* Test-
drive !he new 2-door Neon Coupe with 
its all new 150 hp engine. Discover 
the ever dependable Dodge and 
Plymouth Colt. Get behind the 
wheel of the awesome Dodge 
Avenger. Choose the model that's 
right for you and hit the highway -
the real highway- with Chrysler:-) 
$750 OFF*. 
HYSLER TEA • 
CHRYSLER 
Dodge 
Jeep 
DEALERS YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. CHRYSLER 
Plymoutfi 
• IE Chry51ef Cretit IJIII)nlYed fumed ~ 011 4Sioonth temls 011 selected off~. Some restrictions apply. Offe1 opprleS to reto·l Jllrchmes for peoo~ol t11e on~ of 1994, 199S ond 1996 models excluding Dodge Yrper. H you finorxe ct regulor 
1es fur 48 months you may choose to dele~ yotr first monthly payment f01 90 doys. YoJ will apply th~ amount finorxed ond inte1est for the 48 month term ow 4S months (4S eqrol payments with o 3 monril1!elcy to first instollmentl. Ch~r 
Crecit Cll!10dolld. Ojlplllvol r~. Other Chrysler spe<iol reduced finon<e rete progroms cannot be combined with this deferrol offer. Purchase and toke detrvery of any efigible vehicle no later than December 31, 199S, from o porlicipoting dealer. See 
dealer !01 details. Offw CMIIIrble untillle<ember 31, 199S. 3 month deferrol of poyment ofle1 not IMit1oble irl the Provioce of !Mbec 
Jeep I Eagle 
